Abstract. Gravity current theory has applications to any geophysical phenomena involving the spreading of fluid on a horizontal interface. Many geological gravity currents (e.g., lava flows and mantle plume heads) are composed of cooling fluid with temperature-dependent viscosity. An axisymmetric gravity current theory accounting for these thermo-viscous effects is thus presented and explored here. Unlike isoviscous gravity currents [Huppert, 1982], cooling variable-viscosity currents do not conserve shape and can undergo a somewhat exotic evolution. For large viscosity contrasts between cold and hot fluid, a constant volume, initially hot, domed current collapses rapidly into a fiat plateau with a steep edge. Gravity currents ejected at a constant volume flux from a central conduit also spread with a flattened plateau shape. Continuously fed currents that have a large hot initial volume develop an outwardly propagating interior plateau. Regardless of initial state, continuously-fed, variable-viscosity currents grow primarily by thickening; this contrasts signficantly from isoviscous currents which grow almost entirely by spreading.
Introduction
Viscous gravity currents -i.e., fluid masses spreading under their own weight-are widely studied phenomena with applications to a large number of geological problems, from lava flows on Earth [e.g., Crisp and Baloga, 1990; Fink and Griffiths, 1992] and Venus [McKenzie et al., 1992] , to buoyant diapirs or plume-heads spreading beneath a rigid surface [Olson, 1990] . Symmetrically spreading isoviscous gravity currents are well described by analytical similarity theory [Huppert, 1982] ; i.e., they conserve their basic shape as they spread. For many geological gravity currents, however, the fluid is often cooling from an initially hot state, or being fed by a source of hot fluid. Examples of this are lava flows and mantle plume heads. Moreover, many geological fluids have temperature-dependent viscosities wherein the fluid becomes weaker as its temperature increases. The combined effects of cooling and temperature-dependent viscosity lead to significant deviations from the basic Copyright 1994 by the American Geophysical Union.
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0094-8534/94/94GL-01124503.00 lens-shaped similarity profiles of the constant viscosity case. In particular, fluid near the perimeter of the flow is cooler and more viscous than at the flow center, and thus can act as a plug causing the interior of the flow to inflate and/or change shape radically. In this paper we examine a basic non]inear axisymmetric gravity current theory which accounts for these thermo-viscous effects.
Theory
The theoretical model describes a cylindrically axisymmetric, radially flowing, hot fluid mass cooling through two horizontal boundaries, at least one of which is deformable. The fluid viscosity is 
where g is gravity, vr is radial velocity and Ap is the absolute density contrast across the deforming boundary. Because Ap is treated as a constant, the gravity current is assumed to have an intrinsic density contrast with its surroundings which is much larger tha.n thermal density variations. at + U 0-7 = -H (6)
•vhere n is thermal diffusivity. We substitute (4) into (5) and ( 
Numerical Experiments
In this section we examine gravity currents with 1) constant volume and 2) continuous mass supply from a central conduit. The first case is associated with spreading isolated diapirs, the second to continuously fed lava flows and plume heads. In both cases we consider two different viscosity contrasts, y -0 (constant viscosity) and y-1000 (representative of silicate materials).
Constant Volume Currents
For constant volume gravity currents, we apply the boundary condition that 0___H _ 0o _ 0 at r-0; the Or Or --boundary condition at the outer radius is arbitrary since we do not allow the gravity current to spread that far. This current increases in thickness by over 400• and propagates faster than the isoviscous current. The high temperature region of the current, however, does not extend beyond r • 2 even as the current's edge propagates past this radius. As the edge of the current moves outside the hot low viscosity zone it becomes more rounded. In the case with a large hot starting volume, the injected volume flux is at first accomodated by the initial spreading of the current (Figure 2) . However, most of the current's heat diffuses away fairly rapidly, leaving a small hot core at its center. This has no effect on the y -0 current which is therefore not shown. For •/ -1000, a narrow fiat plateau begins to inflate within the hot low-viscosity region because a larger hydrostatic head is required to push out the newly cooled high-viscosity fluid. The plateau slowly propagates out toward the edge of the gravity current, and as its front passes into the cold, high-viscosity region it becomes rounder, similar in shape to the isoviscous current. During this time, the plateau quadruples in thickness. Moreover, the edge of the gravity current remains completely static until the plateau front reaches it. Although the choice of initial volume size is somewhat arbitrary, these results are fairly robust. A thicker hot initial gravity current is, at first, too thick to be supported by the volume flux and collapses rapidly to gests that gravity currents with temperature-dependent viscosity grow by thickening, then it also implies that the available plume-head uplift is significantly greater than that of a constant-viscosity plume head and may provide enough buoyant stress to generate features such as swells and coronae.
